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Aims
 develop learners’ ability to use English effectively for the purpose of practical communication
 form a solid foundation for the skills required for further study or employment using English

as the medium
 develop learners’ awareness of the nature of language and language-learning skills
 promote learners’ personal development.

Skills 

Reading 

 understand factual information, abstract ideas and arguments from a range of texts, e.g.
leaflets, articles, blogs and webpages

 identify relevant information and select correct details from a wide range of texts
 identify  ideas,  opinions  and  attitudes  from  a  wide  range  of  texts  and  understand  the

connections between them
 understand what is implied but not directly stated, e.g. gist, purpose and intention

Writing 

 communicate factual information, abstract ideas and arguments with good expansion
 select and organise relevant information and ideas into coherent paragraphs and use a range

of appropriate linking devices
 respond to a written stimulus and use appropriate register and style/format for the given

purpose and audience, e.g. a summary, an informal email, an article, a report and a review
 produce written texts with a wide range of language structures (i.e. grammatical and lexical)
 produce written texts that show very good control of punctuation and spelling

Listening 

 understand factual information, abstract ideas and arguments from a wide range of sources,
e.g.  recorded  phone  messages,  announcements,  dialogues,  informal  conversations,
interviews and formal talks. A variety of voices and accents will be heard in recordings to
reflect the various contexts presented.

 identify relevant information and select correct details from a wide range of sources.
 identify  ideas,  opinions and attitudes from a  wide range of  sources  and understand the

connections between them.
 understand what is implied but not directly stated, e.g. gist, purpose and intention.

Speaking 

 communicate factual information, abstract ideas and arguments with good expansion
 organize and link ideas with a range of appropriate linking devices.
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 engage in a conversation on a wide range of topics, e.g. natural environment, arts, science
and global issues.

 produce responses with a wide range of language structures (i.e. grammatical and lexical).
 produce responses that show good control of pronunciation and intonation

Content Overview 

Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language offers learners the opportunity to develop practical
communication skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Learners will  be presented with a variety of  stimuli  that will  build  up their  skills  in reading and
writing. They will learn to select relevant details, understand the difference between what is directly
stated and implied, and practice writing for different purposes and audiences. Learners will listen to
a range of spoken material,  including talks and conversations, in order to develop listening skills.
Learners will engage in conversations on a variety of topics, and develop their skills in responding to
different situations and audiences with a degree of accuracy and clarity.
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language will enable learners to become independent users of
English, and to be able to use English to communicate effectively in a variety of practical contexts.

Content:1 
FIRST YEAR

AIMS LANGUAGE EXAM FOCUS

LEISURE AND TRAVEL
1-FREE  TIME-  Discuss  free  time;
practice  strategies  to  answer
questions;  discuss  preferences  and
suggestions.   

Adjectives +noun. Reading.  Exercise  1,   scanning  and
skimming

2-TELEVISION-  Discuss  television
programmes;  practice  speaking  using
would and wouldn’t.

Adverbs. Reading.  Exercise  2,  multiple
matching

3-FOOD  Discuss  food  and  fast  food;
analyse  and  write  a  letter,  practice
expressing opinion.

To – infinitive Writing. Exercise 5. 
 Reading  Exercise  1,  skimming  and
scanning  

4-TRANSPORT.  Discuss  methods  of
transport;  listen  and  practice  using
expressions of surprise. 

Tenses Reading.  Exercise  1,  skimming  and
scanning.
Listening. Exercise 1 Par A and B.   

5-  HOLIDAYS-  Discuss  holidays;  listen
and  talk  about  different  types  of
holidays;  practice  asking  and
answering personal questions. 

Compound  multi
word adjectives. 

Listening, Exercise 2, note making 

EDUCATION AND WORK
6-  LEARING  –  Talk,  read  and  make
notes  about  school  facilities;  give
advice  and  make  suggestions,  write
notes about a language school.

Prefixes  and
suffixes

Reading  and  writing.  Exercise  3,
note – making.
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7- JOBS- Discuss jobs, read and listen
about  jobs;  practice  making  notes,
writing  paragraph  and  writing
summary. 

Modals for advice
and suggestions. 

Reading  and  writing.  Exercise  3,
note – making.
Exercise 4, Summary writing. 

8-  COMMUNICATION-  Discuss
communication, British and American
spelling; analyse and practice writing. 

Passive voice Writing. Exercise 6 

9-INTERVIEW-Discuss  interviews;
listen to advice; write a CV 

Imperative  verb
forms. 

Listening.  Exercise  4,   Multiple
choice questions. 

10-EDUCATION-Discuss  education;
practice  talking  about  the  speaking
examination  and  listen  to  students
discussions. 

Alternative
conditional
structures. 

Speaking. Part 2- Topic cards.

SECOND YEAR

AIMS LANGUAGE EXAM FOCUS
PEOPLE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
11-  ACHIEVEMENTS-  Discuss  world
records  and  achievements  about
Olympic  Sports  and  an  explorer.
Write about an hero.

Past Perfect Simple Reading.  Exercise  2,  multiple
matching.

12-  ORGANIZATION-  Discuss  and
read  about  different  kinds  of
organizations, listen and write about
them. 

Non-defining
relative clauses

Writing. Exercise 6.

13-  FAMOUS  PEOPLE-  Discuss
famous  people;  listen  about  them.
Write a blog. 

Discourse  markers
to show contrast.

Reading  and  writing.  Exercise  3,
note – making.
Writing. Exercise 5. 

14- MEDICAL CARE- Discuss medical
care  and  International  medical
charity.

Future in the past Listening.  Exercise  5,  completing
notes. (Extended) 

15- HEALTY LIVING -  Discuss healthy
living  and  activities;  read  about
healthy food. Read, make notes and
summarise an article.

Qualifying phrases Speaking Part 2- Use of topic cards. 

Exam Preparation and Practice
Reading-Writing- Listening- Speaking

THIRD YEAR

AIMS LANGUAGE EXAM FOCUS
IDEAS AND THE MODERN WORLD

16-SOCIAL  MEDIA  -Discuss  social
media  using  information  from
graphics.  Read  and  listen  about
social media. 

Qualifying phrases Reading.  Exercise  2,  multiple
matching.

17-  THE  EVIRONMENT-  Discuss
pollution.  Read  and  talk  about

Referring words Reading  and  writing.  Exercise  3,
note – making.



recycling  systems  and  climate
change. Write notes and summarise

Exercise 4, summary writing.

18-HUNGER  -  Discuss  hanger.  Read
and talk about biotechnology in food
production. Read and write a report
about  food  production  and
environment.

Word building Writing. Exercise 6.  

19-  FASHION-Discuss  fashion.  Read
and listen about ethical fashion.

Position  of
adjectives

Listening. Exercise 1, short extracts;
Exercise 2, note making;
Exercise  4,  multiple  choice
questions. 

20-TECHNOLOGY-Discuss
technologies.  Read about the latest
technologies  .  Listen  and  watch  an
interview.  Write  a  summary  about
the greatest technologies. 

Compound
subjects

Speaking, Part 2. Use of Topic Cards.

Exam Preparation and Practice
Reading-Writing- Listening- Speaking

  


